
Adam Lawson's Lessons for the Week of April 25, 2022

Mon, Apr 25 Tue, Apr 26 Wed, Apr 27 Thu, Apr 28 Fri, Apr 29

MATH (7:45 AM - 9:29 AM) MATH (7:45 AM - 9:29 AM) MATH (7:45 AM - 9:29 AM) MATH (7:45 AM - 9:29 AM) MATH (7:45 AM - 9:29 AM)

SOCIAL STUDIES (1:08 PM - 2:55

PM)

SOCIAL STUDIES (1:08 PM - 2:55

PM)

SOCIAL STUDIES (1:08 PM - 2:55

PM)

SOCIAL STUDIES (1:08 PM - 2:55

PM)

SOCIAL STUDIES (1:08 PM - 2:55

PM)

Objectives
• Understand how a

statistical question differs
from other types of
questions

• Understand that a data set
collected to answer a
statistical question has a
distribution that can be
described by its center,
spread, and overall shape.

Lesson
-Understanding Statistical
Questions and Data
Distributions

Objectives
• Understand how a

statistical question differs
from other types of
questions

• Understand that a data set
collected to answer a
statistical question has a
distribution that can be
described by its center,
spread, and overall shape.

Lesson
-Practice Statistical
Questions and Data
Distributions

Objectives
• Display data in a dot plot

and histogram.
• Summarize a data set by

describing the nature of
the attribute under
investigation, including
how it was measured and
its units of measurement

• Describe a set of data by
its center, range, and
overall shape when given
a dot plot or histogram

Lesson
-Data Distributions

Objectives
• Display data in a dot plot

and histogram.
• Summarize a data set by

describing the nature of
the attribute under
investigation, including
how it was measured and
its units of measurement

• Describe a set of data by
its center, range, and
overall shape when given
a dot plot or histogram

Lesson
-Data Distributions Practice

Objectives
• Understand median as a

measure of center
• Calculate the median and

quartiles of a data set
• Construct box plots and

use the IQR to measure
variability of a data set

• Interpret the median and
IQR in a given context.

Lesson
-Median and Box Plots

Objectives

• Explain the rise and growth

of the Aztec Empire

• Analyze the political and

social structure of Aztec

civilization

Essential Question

Objectives

• Analyze the impact of

physical geography on

Incan culture

• Describe the Incan political

and social structures

Essential Question

Objectives

• Analyze the impact of

physical geography on

Incan culture

• Describe the Incan political

and social structures

Essential Question

Objectives

• Previous Apply

Essential Question

How did the physical geography

shape the early societies of the

Americas?

Objectives

• Previous Apply

Essential Question

How did the physical geography

shape the early societies of the

Americas?
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Mon, Apr 25 Tue, Apr 26 Wed, Apr 27 Thu, Apr 28 Fri, Apr 29

ATTACHMENTS

The_Aztecs_and_Violence_-

_DBI.pdf

ATTACHMENTS

Incan_Empire_-

_GREASES_graphic_organizer.pdf

Inca_Empire_summary_frames_-

_graphic_organizer.pdf

ATTACHMENTS

Incan_Roads_and_US_Highways_-

_packet.pdf

How did the Aztec Empire become

so powerful with such speed?

Lesson

Document-Based Investigation

exploring Aztec conquests

How did the Incan Empire

maintain power across such a

challenging geographic location?

Lesson

Jigsaw: How the Inca adapted to

geographic challenges

How did the Incan Empire

maintain power across such a

challenging geographic location?

Lesson

Document-Based Investigation to

compare and contrast Incan and

United States roads

How did the Aztec Empire become

so powerful with such speed?

How did the Incan Empire

maintain power across such a

challenging geographic location?

Lesson

Early Americas Review

How did the Aztec Empire become

so powerful with such speed?

How did the Incan Empire

maintain power across such a

challenging geographic location?

Lesson

Early Americas Assessment
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